ably increase by an amount greater than with internal combustion engines. This increase could lead to shifts in local or regional precipitation or temperature patterns, with discernible effects on people and ecosystems.
The broad environmental effects of fuel cell vehicles are an issue worth addressing via a technology assessment before implementing a solution (4) . Not all problems can be anticipated in this manner, but if some can, then the effort will have been well spent (5) . In the case of hydrogen cars, the cure may indeed be better than the disease, but we should make sure before taking our medicine. (1) now being commercialized, using off-peak distribution capacity for natural gas and not materially increasing net natural-gas demand (2) . Their claim of needed "breakthroughs in hydrogen storage" ignores a 2000 design for a manufacturable, production-costed, costcompetitive, uncompromised, quintupledefficiency midsize SUV (3, 4) using currently commercial compressed-hydrogen tanks. The marginal cost of reducing NO x emissions with hydrogen is zero, not ~$1 million/ton, if reducing NO x is a free byproduct of a hydrogen transition that is profitable for other reasons (2) . And while ultimately eliminating automotive CO 2 will require either carbon sequestration or a climate-safe source of cheap electricity, carbon-releasing gas-reformation hydrogen in an efficient hydrogenready car (3, 4) , as part of an integrated vehicles-and-buildings hydrogen transition strategy (5), would reduce CO 2 emissions per kilometer by ~2 to 5 times at negative cost (3, 4) , or officially by 2.5 times (6)-surely an important interim step worth pursuing with due deliberate speed. 
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